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Root traits have recently come out of
the dark to take center stage in efforts
to increase food production and transi-
tion toward sustainability, with calls for
a “Second Green Revolution” focused on
roots (Lynch, 2007; Den Herder et al.,
2010). We will highlight some of the
challenges en route to developing fruitful
strategies for enhanced resource acquisi-
tion in crops. The article will focus on
resource foraging, the process by which
root system architecture (RSA, the ensem-
ble of the root system in space) changes
over time to acquire resources. Most stud-
ies on foraging in plants have focused
on resource competition between wild
species, using plants subjected to natu-
ral selection, not to agricultural selection
(Cahill and McNickle, 2011). These stud-
ies have been extremely useful to begin
to identify the mechanisms and selective
forces that shape adaptation and survival
in natural environments (Kembel et al.,
2008; McNickle et al., 2009; de Kroon et al.,
2012; Craine and Dybzinski, 2013; Padilla
et al., 2013). A striking, albeit not surpris-
ing, conclusion from these studies is the
diversity of root behavior, including for-
aging, observed in different species, even
in different accessions of the same species,
revealing its adaptive nature.

WHAT IS RESOURCE FORAGING?
The Oxford Dictionary defines foraging
as: “a wide search over an area in order
to obtain something, especially food or
provisions.” For many animals, foraging
is a motile behavior essential for survival.
To survive, sessile plants must acquire
resources that are differentially and non-
uniformly distributed in space and time:
Nitrate is relatively mobile in most soils—
hence will percolate into deeper layers with
water, and be more evenly distributed;
by contrast, inorganic phosphate is rela-
tively immobile, will distribute heteroge-
neously, in fertile agricultural soils mostly
in the surface layer (Marschner, 1995).

Thus, when plants explore their environ-
ment there is no single, optimal strat-
egy equally suited for all nutrients. Root
behavior can be defined as the tropisms
and growth activities that vary quantita-
tively over time, such as changes to growth
rate (of each meristem), direction (angle,
tortuosity), and root density (rate of lateral
root primordia formation and emergence,
and demography of lateral root meris-
tems per unit cell number of lower order
root). While each of these parameters can
impact foraging capacity, those that affect
the behavior of lateral organs stand out,
because they define the capacity to exploit
locally enriched resources.

HOW DO PLANTS FORAGE FOR
RESOURCES?
Foraging in animals is defined as “search-
ing” for resources—do plant roots prospect
for resources, that is grow without prior
perception of resources; or does the per-
ception of resources promote growth
behaviors that facilitate their exploitation?
This distinction is not semantic, because
targeted strategies to improve resource
acquisition would focus on different
processes.

Recent work in Arabidopsis has shown
that lateral root primordia (LRP) are
formed in a strictly acropetal sequence,
with no new LRP formed between already
developed lateral roots (LR) or LRP
(Dubrovsky et al., 2000, 2001, 2006;
Moreno-Risueno et al., 2010). However,
not every LRP develops into an LR
(Zhang et al., 1999; Dubrovsky et al.,
2006), indicating the presence of a facul-
tative checkpoint, which may be respon-
sive to developmental, environmental or
physiologic cues. Note that these experi-
ments were performed in artificial, axenic
conditions: synthetic media with uni-
form nutrient distribution at the onset of
the experiment and the absence of any
root-microbe interactions, or of obsta-
cles, whose mechanical impedance affects

growth behavior (Fang et al., 2013).
Therefore, their significance for root
systems in more natural environments
remains to be confirmed. However, pre-
cisely these conditions permitted a very
rigorous, detailed analysis of the initiation
and early development of LRP, which is
challenging in a soil environment. Despite
these caveats, the findings of these and
other studies suggest that resource per-
ception stimulates outgrowth, of at least
a fraction of LRP in response to envi-
ronmental cues. Resource perception likely
occurs through processes localized in the
root cap, which is involved in the per-
ception and orchestration of responses to
several environmental cues (Eapen et al.,
2005; Svistoonoff et al., 2007; Baldwin
et al., 2013), and which is consistent with
a requirement for pre-existing LRP to
be activated in the vicinity of resource
patches, rather than de novo production of
primordia.

Root growth behavior is very variable
(“plasticity”), irrespective of the growth
substrate. Several studies have shown that
for example, growth rates of individ-
ual lateral roots, even in “homogeneous”
environments, vary greatly (Pages, 1995;
Freixes et al., 2002; Forde, 2009). Thus,
the magnitude of growth activities is
not simply proportional to resources in
the environment, which seems to con-
tradict the earlier conclusion that per-
ception of resources promotes growth
behaviors that facilitate their exploita-
tion. Such growth variability has been
termed “developmental noise” to high-
light its stochastic nature, and it has been
argued that the contribution of develop-
mental noise to the overall elaboration of
the root system exceeds that of resource-
responsive modulation of LR growth
(Forde, 2009).

In a classical set of experiments,
Drew and collaborators showed that
barley root system growth responds
differently to similar environmental
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nutrient concentrations, dependent on
resource distribution. When nutrients
were uniformly distributed throughout
the root’s environment, LR growth was
not greatly stimulated, whereas when het-
erogeneously distributed, root growth in
the vicinity of high-nutrient patches was
significantly enhanced (Drew, 1975; Drew
and Saker, 1975). These distinct responses
appear adaptively advantageous, when one
considers that plants need to invest previ-
ously assimilated limiting resources, such
as photosynthate and amino acids, to grow
roots. Earlier work has shown a strong
correlation between the hexose concentra-
tion in individual LR meristems and their
growth rate (Freixes et al., 2002); strong
demand for and consumption of hex-
oses in active meristems reinforces local
phloem unloading, which ensures elevated
assimilate provision to active meristems.
Moreover, it was recently shown that sol-
uble carbohydrates (sucrose, glucose) also
stimulate auxin biosynthesis in a dose-
dependent manner (Sairanen et al., 2012).
Together, these observations imply the
existence of positive feedback mechanisms
that reinforce the outcome of competition
between individual LRP and LR meristems
for systemic resources within the plant.
Such mechanisms to limit the number of
active LR meristems may largely under-
pin the phenomenon of “developmental
noise.”

In addition to the factors controlling
root growth rate and density, other aspects
also play important roles in a root sys-
tem’s capacity to acquire resources: growth
angle and tortuosity, as well as root hairs.
The former parameters are particularly
important in domesticated plants in an
agricultural context, because managed soil
environments generally have higher nutri-
ent levels in the surface layer, partly caused
by fertilizer provision. Thus, unsurpris-
ingly, modern barley cultivars not only
have different RSA than their wild progen-
itors or landraces, furthermore, the growth
angles of their nodal roots (which grow
close to the surface) are shallower (Grando
and Ceccarelli, 1995; de Dorlodot et al.,
2007). Tortuosity, the ratio between the
actual length of the root and the shortest
distance between its origin and tip (Tracy
et al., 2012), which is a surrogate mea-
sure for the extent to which a soil volume
is sampled for nutrients, may not only be

the outcome of obstacle avoidance, but
could be part of a foraging strategy for
immobile nutrients. Recently, it was shown
that some root growth-regulatory peptides
enhance tortuosity by interfering with
auxin-dependent control of root growth
direction (Whitford et al., 2012; Fernandez
et al., 2013), which may be exploited in the
future to enhance nutrient capture. Root
hairs are important to extend the reach of
roots radially; their length responds to the
availability of immobile resources such as
iron or phosphate (Schmidt and Schikora,
2001; Müller and Schmidt, 2004).

RESOURCE CAPTURE IN
NON-DOMESTICATED PLANTS
Studies in wild plants have revealed
a remarkable level of RSA variability,
shaped by inter- and intra-species com-
petition in plant communities for lim-
iting resources (Cahill and McNickle,
2011). These studies showed that many
plants sense, and can distinguish, the
presence of kin and non-kin plants, and
can adjust RSA responses correspondingly.
Competition and survival under limiting
and non-uniformly distributed resource
availability have selected for not neces-
sarily the most energy-efficient strategies
(maximizing resource acquisition with
minimal energy input), but rather aim
at resource pre-emption (super-optimal
resource acquisition to negate their avail-
ability to potential competitors) (Craine
et al., 2005; McNickle et al., 2009;
McNickle and Cahill, 2009; Cahill et al.,
2010; Cahill and McNickle, 2011; Nord
et al., 2011). It is not yet clear, whether that
strategy is universal; if it were and applica-
ble to domesticated crops, this would point
to a future bottleneck in crop improve-
ment efforts, for which optimizing the
plant’s energy expenditure in relation to
resource acquisition would be important.

IS INCREASED FORAGING CAPACITY
IN CROPS DESIRABLE?
Although agricultural practice in rich
countries is characterized by regular
inputs, particularly in the form of high-
level fertilization and irrigation, this
practice is not sustainable (Foley et al.,
2011; Mueller et al., 2012). While increas-
ing foraging capacity and efficiency in
crops would not bypass the require-
ment to supplement resources, it will

allow crops to utilize soil resources more
extensively and efficiently, reduce resource
losses due to environmental run-off, and,
most importantly, facilitate the transition
to productive agro-ecosystems with low
inputs. The largest impact of this would be
felt where it matters most - in those coun-
tries where farmers cannot afford high
inputs. Improving foraging capacity would
also aim to increase resource acquisition
efficiency (RAE), although it is not cer-
tain that it would simultaneously increase
resource utilization efficiency (RUE),
which is the efficiency with which a unit
of resource is converted into (harvestable)
biomass (Rose and Wissuwa, 2012).

CONCLUSIONS
Despite many recent advances in our
understanding of the genetic and mech-
anistic control of root growth, we are
still very far from an operational under-
standing of the genetic mechanisms that
underpin root system behavior. Recent
technological advances, such as X-ray
tomography, will without question facil-
itate progress by enabling a much more
detailed understanding of the spatial and
temporal aspects of root system growth
(Mairhofer et al., 2012; Tracy et al., 2012).
Further technological breakthroughs are
needed, particularly in the analysis of RSA
when multiple plants, kin or non-kin, are
growing together to better understand the
conditional interaction of homo- and het-
erologous root systems in different soil
environments, as this will be important
for the development of future cropping
systems and the suitability of specific
cultivars.

Resource acquisition in roots is a com-
plex trait, governing root growth behavior
and acquisition by transporters and assim-
ilation into metabolic pathways. Therefore
it is dependent on allelic-specific interac-
tions of many genes, although some cases
of single, large effect quantitative trait loci
(QTL) underpinning improved perfor-
mance are known (Gamuyao et al., 2012).
Targeted approaches based on single-gene
based transgenic approaches are necessary,
but unlikely to be sufficient or deliver
results in time to provide a doubling
of food production by 2050 (The Royal
Society, 2009). Therefore, it is an urgent
priority to exploit the natural variants
selected for over centuries in landraces or
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wild relatives of crops that perform well
in soils with poor resources (Lynch, 2007),
to provide material for breeding programs
that combine yield traits from elite vari-
eties with resource traits from landraces
or wild accessions. Such breeding pro-
grams have the potential to rapidly deliver
results, particularly where it matters most:
in poor countries, to markedly enhance
yields in low-input agricultural systems.
This should be a priority, as investments
here will yield the greatest initial returns,
together with the highest likelihood of
rapid adoption.

To secure sustainable food production,
it is imperative to pursue both fundamen-
tal research into root growth mechanisms
to inform transgenic approaches and
breeding programs based on existing
germplasm. Since sustainable agricul-
tural practices aim to transform current
high-input monoculture-based agro-
ecosystems into ecosystems more similar
to natural environments, with lower
inputs and multiple or mixed cropping
systems, research into root foraging should
not be restricted to crop plants and their
interactions. We have much to learn from
wild plants how inter-species competition
and different niches have shaped root for-
aging strategies in evolution in the quest
for more resilient performance for crops
experiencing environmental stresses.
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